JSTU-J203 A&H Topics in Jewish Studies:
Contemporary Israeli Intellectuals on Ethnicity,
Society & Religion Section #26922

I Introductory Discussion:
"Time as a Contemporary Challenge: A Panel Discussion" in *Jewish Identity in Modern Israel*, p. 98 – 108

II Israel, Judaism and the Jewish People
   - *Open Canon*, p. 1 – 9

III New Essays on Zionism: Israel and the World
B. Ruth Gavizon, "The Jewish State: a Justification", in *New Essays on Zionism*, ed. by Hazony, Hazony and Oren, p. 3 – 36


**IV Eliezer Schweid's Philosophy of Jewish Existence**


- Philosophy of the Bible, p. 1 – 32.
- Jewish Thought in the 20'th Century, p. 1 – 7, 18 – 34, 395 - 397

A. Grades will be based upon a mid term paper to be handed in on Wed. Feb. 25'th and a final paper to be handed in on Wed. Apr. 21.

B. Active participation is required in this class.
JSTU-H500 Topics in Jewish Studies: Jewish Thought

Section #26921

I Religion, Culture and Peoplehood in Eliezer Schweid’s Philosophy of Modern Jewish Existence:

Sources:

Additional Essays:
D) "The culture and Religion of Israel", in *Jewish Identity in modern Israel*, p. 40 – 47
E) *Jewish Thought in the 20'th Century*, p. 1 – 7, 18 – 34, 395 – 397
F) "The festival as a Joint Cultural Expression of Religious and Secular Jews", in *Jewish Identity in modern Israel*, p. 78 – 97,

II Liberalism and Gender in Daniel Boyarin's Post-Modern Narrative on Issues Concerning Jewish Identity
Sources:


Additional Essays:

C) "The Colonial Drag: Zionism, Gender and Mimicry", in Unheroic Conduct, p. 271 – 312,

D) Powers of the Diaspora, p. 1 – 33